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Fine Print: Sinclair Details Mechanism for Sports Fee Refunds
With live sports cancelled for the time being, everyone from investors to the NY attorney general are asking what’s going 
to happen to the money consumers and distributors pay to carry and watch professional sports. Sinclair CEO Chris Rip-
ley offered some answers on how the broadcaster approaches its sports rights and distribution agreements Wednesday 
during the company’s 1Q20 earnings call, noting that some sports rights agreements RSNs ink with professional sports 
teams and distributors carry a minimum game delivery obligation. Should Sinclair not be able to deliver that minimum, 
he said, distributors can recoup their portion of their carriage fees ... but that mechanism usually isn’t triggered until the 
end of a season or calendar year. “While we believe sports will come back this year and be in high demand at this time, 
the leagues have not indicated when games will resume. Therefore, we do not know where we will end up in relation 
to the game delivery minimums,” Ripley said. He added that the NHL and NBA regular seasons were almost complete 
when their seasons were suspended, so shortfalls in those weeks, if any, should be minor. Ripley does not believe the 
current environment will impact any of its upcoming distribution renewal discussions, including those with Comcast this 
summer. “We do expect sports to resume, more than likely sometime this summer. We also think from the data we’ve 
seen that there is going to be a very large pent-up demand for sports,” Ripley said. “So, in some sense, I think this gives 
us a stronger hand.” Sinclair said there are no updates on its continued negotiations with DISH to restore the RSNs 
to its offering.  While the broadcaster’s first quarter didn’t suffer from significant COVID-19 disruptions, Sinclair warned 
that it expects the effects of the pandemic to intensify through the next one. Like many others, Sinclair has withdrawn 
its previously issued FY20 guidance. Consolidated revenues increased 123% YOY to $1.609bln, largely stemming from 
the company’s acquisition of the 21 Fox RSNs and Fox College Sports in August. Excluding the RSN acquisition, media 
revenue rose by 17% because of increases in political advertising and higher retrans revenues. Sinclair still believes 
political advertising will reach record levels in the coming months thanks to the November election, despite the pan-
demic’s impact on advertising. It still expects to deploy ATSC 3.0 in approximately 12 markets by the end of the year. The 
new platform will expand usage of the broadcast frequency on which a station is transmitting, allowing for more targeted 
advertising and programming as well as non-television data services. 
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will be televised, though all public events surrounding the draft in Vegas will be canceled. The draft takes place April 
23-25, airing across ESPN, ABC and the NFL Network. -- WICT has canceled the April sessions of its Executive 
Development Series and its Rising Leaders Program, with registrants moving to fall sessions. The Signature Lun-
cheon in April is canceled, with details on the revised event forthcoming. All WICT employees are working remotely 
with full capabilities, and all out-of-town business travel is suspended for now. -- The VCTA is postponing this year’s 
Virginia Cable Summit, originally scheduled April 28 and 29 in Williamsburg, VA. No new date slated yet, but the 
group expects it will be sometime in late fall. -- ACA Connects may have postponed this year’s summit, but the 
group is still supporting its members by hosting two webinars on Covid-19. “The FCC’s ‘Keep America Connected’ 
Pledge During the Covid-19 Crisis” takes place on Tuesday at 2pm, and “Covid-19 Preparedness and Response” is 
scheduled for Friday at 2pm.

From the Commission: Another 116 broadband and telephone service providers have taken up FCC chmn Ajit 
Pai’s Keep Americans Connected Pledge, agreeing to take specific steps to keep Americans connected for the next 
60 days. Some notable names taking the pledge include Hotwire Communications, Midco and GCI. The 185 
companies that have now taken the pledge will not terminate service to any residential or small business customers 
because of their inability to pay bills due to disruption from the coronavirus pandemic, waive any late fees and open 
WiFi hotspots to any person, even if they are not a customer. The pledge has also gained the support of the Tele-
communications Industry Association and the US Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce Education 
Fund. -- Comments are due April 6 on the new truth-in-billing requirements added to the Communications Act of 
1934 by the recently-passed Television Viewer Protection Act. Reply comments are due April 13. Those requirements 
are set to go into effect on June 20, six months after the TVPA is enacted, but the Commission may for “good cause” 
extend the effective date by an additional six months. 

Supporting Distance Learning: Sens Ed Markey (D-MA), Michael Bennet (D-CO) and Brian Schatz (D-HI) 
led 13 other lawmakers in calling on the FCC to temporarily allow schools to use E-Rate program funding to 
offer WiFi hotspots or devices with WiFi capabilities to students lacking internet access at home. The E-Rate 
program is capped at $4bln each year. The FCC has already allocated about $2bln this year, leaving the rest 
available for potential emergency action. “This swift, immediate action would help ensure that all students can 
remotely continue their education during the current public health emergency,” the lawmakers said in a letter 
to the Commission. Markey authored the original E-Rate program created as part of the 1996 Telecommunica-
tions Act. The program is designed to connect schools and libraries to the internet and ensure access for low-
income students and families. -- The FCC authorized $521K in CAF II funding over the next decade to expand 
broadband in Idaho’s Benewah County. Red Spectrum Communications has agreed—in exchange for fund-
ing— to provide broadband at speeds of at least 25/3Mbps to approximately 185 unserved rural homes and 
businesses, some of which are in tribal areas.  

Broadband Expansions: TDS is heading to Stoughton, WI. The company announced a fiber-to-the-home network 
project that will offer customers up to one gigabit speeds, TDS TV and phone service. Businesses can receive up to 
10 gigabit connections, dedicated fiber and a hosted VoIP business phone service. The Madison-based company 
expects to be connecting customers in Stoughton by the end of 2020. -- Vyve Broadband is working on upgrading 
its rural cable infrastructure, launching 1 gigabit internet service to customers in the City of Hillsboro, Florence and 
Marion, KS. The new download speed is expected to be available in April. 

Distribution: Pluto TV is set to launch in Latin America with 55 media and content partners. At launch, it will 
include 24 live, linear channels curated into categories. Pluto TV Latin America will be available by the end of 
March in 17 countries.

Ratings: The CNN-Univision Democratic debate Sunday evening pulled in more viewers than any other CNN de-
bate this election cycle. A total 10.827mln viewers tuned in, 3.414mln in the A25-54 demo.

Programming: Run out of things to watch on Netflix? Acorn TV is extending its free trial for new subscribers to 
30 days, previously seven days. Interested viewers can use the code “FREE30”. -- There’s still some sports left in 
the US! ESPN is kicking off the 2020 NFL league with more than 13 hours of NFL Free Agency specials through 
Wednesday. Coverage kicked off Monday at 2pm with “NFL Live.” -- FX is indefinitely postponing the Season 4 
premiere of “Fargo,” originally slated for April 19. Production was halted due to the coronavirus pandemic, and a new 
date will be announced when production resumes.
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forms to launch a series of PSAs and multi-channel content to provide messages to the public. NBCU, in partnership 
with the Ad Council and the White House, created digital and social graphics, in both English and Spanish, to inform 
high-risk populations about steps they can take to protect themselves and prevent the spread. ViacomCBS is launch-
ing a multiplatform campaign, led by MTV, to communicate the importance of social distancing. Disney/ABC is work-
ing on priority messaging for parents and families for distribution across channels and platforms.

Fox Buying Tubi: The year of AVOD continues. Fox entered into a definitive agreement to acquire AVOD service Tubi for 
approximately $440mln in net cash consideration. The acquisition bolsters Fox’s DTC digital reach while also deepening 
its capabilities in digital advertising, DTC interfaces and personalization technology. In return, Tubi will be able to leverage 
Fox’s advertising and distribution relationships and its national and local promotional platforms to continue the service’s 
growth. Fox plans to continue to run Tubi as an independent service, but plans to expand its offerings by adding in national 
and local news and sports content. Tubi founder/CEO Farhad Massoudi will remain at the head of the AVOD following 
the closing of the deal, which is expected to come before June 30. “Fox Corporation’s relationships with advertisers and 
distribution partners, combined with the company’s dominance in news and sports programming, will help Tubi continue 
to grow and differentiate itself in the high-growth ad-supported streaming marketplace,” Massoudi said in a statement. “I 
am proud of what the team has already accomplished here at Tubi and we couldn’t be more excited about joining such 
a fast-moving, entrepreneurial company.” Fox will finance the Tubi acquisition principally with the net proceeds from the 
completed sale of its 5% stake in Roku. Its stake was valued at around $350mln. Fox was an early investor in Roku and 
Fox Corp CEO/executive chmn Lachlan Murdoch said he’s excited to expand Fox’s partnership with Roku following the 
Tubi acquisition. The relationship between the two soured last month when Roku threatened to pull Fox’s apps off its plat-
form a day before the Super Bowl. Roku stock skyrocketed 8.8% on news of the stake’s sale.

The Collapse of Theatrical Windows?: With theaters shuttering, will day-and-date releases become common? Univer-
sal Pictures is the first out of the gate, announcing “Trolls World Tour” will be available April 10 for an on demand, 48-hour 
rental. Other in-release movie titles are set to be available as soon as this Friday. The movies will be made available to 
Comcast, Sky and a “broad range of on-demand partners.” Titles to be made available include “The Hunt,” “The Invisible 
Man” and “Emma,” with a suggested retail price of $19.99 in the US. “Universal Pictures has a broad and diverse range 
of movies with 2020 being no exception. Rather than delaying these films or releasing them into a challenged distribution 
landscape, we wanted to provide an option for people to view these titles in the home that is both accessible and afford-
able,” NBCU CEO Jeff Shell said in a statement. “We hope and believe that people will still go to the movies in theaters 
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Covering Covid-19: Content Companies Step Up Efforts
Programmers are shuffling schedules to respond to the coronavirus crisis. The Weather Channel began dedicating 
time during each hour of live programming at 50 minutes past the hour to share educational content aimed at children 
staying home due to school closures. Topics include why thunder happens, how rainbows form and how to stay safe in 
severe weather. Newsrooms are continuing to deal with confirmed cases of the virus, with CNN NYC staffers informed 
Tuesday that an employee has tested positive and is currently in very good health. CBS, ABC, and NBC newsrooms 
have all reported confirmed cases. Univision news anchor Enrique Acevedo posted on Instagram Tuesday that he 
has been in self-quarantine for about a week since his visit to CBS News in NYC to film his show “60 in 6,” where he 
had possible contact with colleagues that have tested positive for Covid-19. “Despite meeting all the criteria for testing 
established in the revised CDC guidelines and Florida’s Department of Health, I have not been able to get tested due 
to supply shortages in the state,” he wrote in a post that promised to share any new information. Premium offerings are 
offering up free content as Americans practice social distancing. AMC Networks’ SVOD Sundance Now is offering a 
30-day trial for new subs with special code SUNDANCENOW30. It comes as the SVOD premieres Season 3 of “The 
Restaurant,” billed as Sweden’s answer to “Downton Abbey.” This week, streamer CuriosityStream released its second 
special “Coronavirus: Combating the Outbreak.” The special and subsequent episodes are being made available for 
free to the public through the SVOD’s YouTube channel. Episode three, “Race for a Vaccine” will premiere next week. 
“We are committed to releasing all the facts we learn about the coronavirus for free so that anyone who wants to learn 
more, can,” CEO Clint Stinchcomb said. In a time of worldwide crisis, news networks are providing critical updates. 
Fox News topped the week in total viewership, averaging 2mln viewers in total day. CNN brought in 1.322mln, followed 
by MSNBC with 1.295mln. In primetime, Fox again took in the most viewers, averaging 3.594mln. CNN came next with 
2.849mln, followed by MSNBC with 2.346mln. On Tuesday, Telemundo premiered a new national weekday newscast 
dedicated to coronavirus and its impact on the Latino community. Univision News is airing a network-wide special, 
“Diario del Coronavirus” (The Coronavirus Diaries), at 3pm every day this week which will pre-empt local programming. 
Meanwhile, the Ad Council is working with the White House, CDC, HHS and major media networks and digital plat-
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For Now: Providers Set Aside Disputes During Coronavirus Outbreak
As they face the common enemy that is the coronavirus pandemic, Cox Media Group and DISH have agreed to 
set aside their retrans dispute for now so that DISH can resume its carriage of 10 CMG stations in markets in New 
York, Oregon, Washington, Arizona, Louisiana, California, Mississippi and Idaho. No word on how long the stations, 
which have been blacked out since mid-January, will be carried by DISH. “We appreciate DISH’s cooperation in 
agreeing to suspend our dispute so that we can help our viewers navigate through this uncertain time,” Cox Media 
Group CEO Kim Guthrie said in a statement. DISH has also agreed to temporarily restore channels owned by Mis-
sion Broadcasting, Marshall Broadcasting Group and White Knight Broadcasting through April 13. “DISH is 
committed to ensuring that our customers have access to critical local news coverage regarding COVID-19 in their 
community,” DISH svp, programming Andy LeCuyer said in a statement. “Our customers always come first, and re-
storing these channels is one more step we’ve taken to help them get through this challenging time.” Folks are also 
banding together on the wireless side, offering those that require additional network capacity access to any extra 
spectrum they don’t need. The FCC granted T-Mobile special temporary authority to use additional spectrum in 
the 600MHz band to help bolster its networks. The Commission said T-Mobile plans to use the spectrum to support 
telehealth initiatives, distance learning, telework and the needs of first responders. T-Mobile will use spectrum that 
was held either in the FCC’s inventory or by other licensees that have consented to T-Mobile’s use of the spectrum. 
Those licensees include DISH, Comcast, NewLevel, LB License Co, Channel 51, Omega, Bluewater and TStar 
License Holdings. T-Mobile will also have access to Sprint’s spectrum portfolio when the pair’s merger closes next 
month as expected, but New Street Research suggested in a note that T-Mobile may try to get early access to that 
as well. New Street also said this could prove to be an important business move for T-Mobile as it looks to perma-
nently bolster its network. “It will be interesting to see what T-Mobile does with the borrowed 600MHz after sixty 
days; they are using it for free now; presumably they would have to pay for it after the first sixty days; but it could 
make sense for both sides if they do (could be an important win for DISH),” New Street said in a note. 

Coronavirus Broadband Access: Sparklight (formerly Cable One) is making unlimited data available on all 
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New Normal: Companies Roll Out Contingency Plans in Face of Covid-19
With a growing number of students and employees working from home, it’s mission critical for the nation’s broadband 
providers during the Covid-19 pandemic. Operators big and small are up-ending their day-to-day operations to ensure 
the safety of their employees while continuing to service their customers. On Thursday, Cox began remotely managing 
its network operations center—a first for the MSO. Cox, which closed down a Rhode Island facility last week for a deep 
clean after an employee’s family member tested positive for the virus, has also increased teleworking and is sending 
regular communications of CDC guidelines to customer-facing employees. Hotwire Communications, a midsize pro-
vider that’s footprint includes Florida, Georgia, SC and NC, has 10 network operations center engineers identified as 
critical who are being voluntarily quarantined in offsite housing for seven-day periods. The NOC/engineering/IT area is 
open only to authorized personnel, with a dedicated entrance and restrooms. Like many other companies, Mediacom 
has been increasing its remote work capacity at a larger scale and for a longer period of time. WOW! has developed 
pandemic plans over the last several weeks. “Although many of our workers already have the ability to work from home, 
we are currently exploring contingency plans for essential workers who don’t typically have a work-from-home option,” 
the company said. It’s a similar story for Cable ONE, which already has a subset of call center personnel positioned to 
work from home. “We’re looking at additional options and making plans as needed to expand that capability if it be-
comes necessary in the coming days and weeks,” a rep said. Industry HR association C2HR has curated a collection 
of resources from employers in its online Knowledge Center, and will update articles regularly. C2HR said that many 
of its members are implementing work-from-home policies, with one industry employer to soon announce a company-
wide work-from-home policy. In addition to suspending non- essential business travel, employers are requiring em-
ployees to report all personal travel plans. Employees who have/will travel to high-risk countries are being instructed to 
stay home for 14 days upon their return to the US. As for concerns over internet overload, the Internet Society posted 
a recent blog reassuring folks that core internet infrastructure providers should be able to easily absorb an increase in 
traffic and demand, especially if the growth is gradual over a period of days, weeks or months. NCTA said that to date, 
its members in areas most affected by the outbreak have reported “modest, but manageable changes” in consumer 
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Better-Than-Expected For Discovery: While Discovery’s US ad revenue may have dropped 20% in the US in April, the 
company reported better-than-expected earnings. In a broad-ranging earnings call on Wednesday, Discovery CEO David 
Zaslav and CFO Gunnar Wiedenfels spoke on the Olympics, sport networks in general, the COVID-19 crisis, advertis-
ing and the importance of its lifestyle networks. International advertising is down 40%, but Wiedenfels said that May and 
June look better (so far) and sees signs of stabilization in China, Taiwan and South Korea. Zaslav argued that Discovery’s 
networks including HGTV and Cooking Channel are the “new sports.” “We’re the real time player right now on television,” 
said Zaslav. “We’ve skirted most of the sports issue, and we’re leaning into our channels like we are sports.” He said that 
several of Discovery’s global distribution partners have asked to include a number of Discovery’s channels in their free 
previews for broader availability. “While this incremental distribution will mostly be temporary, viewership across networks 
like DIY are up over 100%, and many of our networks are reaching all-time highs.” While Discovery may not necessarily 
be hurting in the US from a lack of live sports, Eurosport ratings are down internationally. “Having no sports is a chal-
lenge for all of us,” he said, but noted that the majority of Discovery’s deals have either force majeure provisions or provi-
sions that specifically relate to not paying for content that it doesn’t receive. However, Zaslav said the delay of the Olym-
pics to 2020 may “be a little bit better” for Discovery, noting it gives the company more time to build up its digital DTC plat-
form, as well as the possibility to string together advertising deals in both the Summer and Winter Games. Discovery is in 
no hurry to restart traditional production, citing the importance of its employees’ safety after several workers were infected 
with the coronavirus early in the pandemic.”Those were 14 of the toughest days for me in my life,” said Zaslav. “They got 
sick coming to work. We’re working remotely so effectively. We don’t want to push anybody into the field. We don’t want to 
have that feeling again.” Discovery has created 350 hours of new programming since the crisis began. Zaslav also took 
the chance to slam large bundles, especially sports. “What we should have in the US is what everyone else has, which is 
a bundle of content that doesn’t have sports that would be very affordable and would likely see a very quick turnaround in 
this issue of subscriber loss,” he said. “We have an overstuffed bundle where sports has been stuffed in and leveraged in, 
which is one of the reasons we see the challenge that the US marketplace has been seeing where subs are flat or slightly 
growing around the world and declining here.” Discovery stock closed down 1.86% to $20.85.

T-Mobile Celebrates Sprint Combination: In its first earnings call since closing its merger with Sprint, T-Mobile report-
ed record 1Q20 service revenue of $8.7bln, up 5% YOY. Net income was also up 5% to reach $951mln. T-Mobile reported 
777K postpaid net additions, 452K of whom were postpaid phone additions. Postpaid phone churn dropped to 0.86%, 
down two basis points YOY. The company is now moving full speed ahead on its post-merger plans, and will soon deploy 
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5G sites in Philadelphia and NYC using Sprint’s 2.5GHz spectrum. T-Mobile, which added the cities of Detroit, St Louis 
and Columbus along with the Bay Area within the past week, claims its 5G network covers 215mln people. 

Mediacom 1Q20 Results: Mediacom reported revenue of $517.5mln in the quarter, a 3.9% increase YOY. The op-
erator now has 1.349mln HSD customers, a 4.7% rise from March 31 of last year, and customer relationships were 
up 0.7% to total 1.377mln. 

Sinclair Settles Tribune Investigations: Sinclair agreed to pay a $48mln civil penalty to the FCC and abide by a 
compliance plan in order to close an investigation into the company’s disclosure of information related to its pro-
posed Tribune acquisition. The deal also closes investigations into whether the company met obligations to ne-
gotiate retrans consent agreements in good faith and its failure to identify the sponsor of content it produced and 
supplied to both Sinclair and non-Sinclair television stations. “Today’s penalty, along with the failure of the Sinclair/
Tribune transaction, should serve as a cautionary tale to other licensees seeking Commission approval of a transac-
tion in the future,” FCC chmn Ajit Pai said in a statement.” The civil penalty against Sinclair is the largest paid by a 
broadcaster to the FCC, and is nearly twice the prior record $24mln paid by Univision in 2017. 

Upfronts Update: Instead of a singular upfront presentation, Disney is hitting the (virtual) road with single presenta-
tions to clients. Disney Advertising Sales is presenting a “Virtual Roadshow,” which it describes as a 30-minute custom-
ized video showcase to each agency holding company and their clients, taking place May 26-June 1. The company 
will also produce additional “bonus episodes,” approx. 1-3 minutes long, with additional detail around areas of interest 
including advanced advertising capabilities, data and programmatic offerings and individual brand showcases. Every-
thing will be housed in a password protected section of Disney’s trade website for repeat viewing. Disney also plans to 
bring back unspecified Disney traditions. -- As part of WarnerMedia’s digital advertiser presentation (instead of a for-
mal upfront), CNN pres Jeff Zucker said in a video that the net is seeing its highest consumption in its 40-year history. 
“There has never been a more important time for CNN,” Zucker said. “The world is relying on CNN for the truth and the 
facts. And we take this responsibility very seriously.”

NBCU COVID-19 Cuts: NBCU is cutting pay for its senior management team by 20% and for all those making more 
than $100K by 3% in response to financial stress from the COVID-19 pandemic. On-air talent at NBC News will take 
a 3% pay cut. WSJ was the first to report the news. In a memo to staff, NBCU CEO Jeff Shell announced reductions to 
travel and entertainment budgets, as well as to the use of outside consultants. Shell and other members of the Comcast 
senior leadership team announced in early April that they would donate their salaries to COVID-19 relief efforts. 

Peabody Awards: The Peabody Awards announced its 60 nominees across broadcasting and digital media of 2019. 
PBS and HBO lead with 11 and seven respectively, followed by Netflix with five, Amazon with three, and Showtime 
and CNN with two.

Getting Back to Work: C2HR is launching a webinar series to help industry employers transition their workers back 
to work. Entitled “The Re-Entry Journey,” the series will kick off Thursday at 2pm with a session on employment law. 
Future topics will include the return to work strategy and rethinking workspace design and logistics. The webinar 
series is sponsored by Charter and The Cable Center and is free for all participants. 

Distribution: NBCU and Apple have struck a deal that ensures Peacock will be available on Apple devices when 
it launches nationally on July 15. The streamer will be fully integrated with the Apple TV app, allowing customers to 
find Peacock content in the Watch Now section or search for content using Siri. Peacock will offer a free tier as well 
as a $4.99 tier with additional content and a $9.99 ad-free tier. 

Programming: Nick greenlit two virtually interactive series to premiere this summer. “Group Chat: The Show” is a 
video chat rundown of the week’s latest hot topics, and “Game Face” is a game show where a panel must guess the 
identities of virtually disguised celebrity guests. -- Travel Channel’s Don Wildman will explore some of mankind’s 
wildest legends in “Buried Worlds with Don Wildman,” premiering June 8 at 9pm. -- YES Network is heading back to 
1995 with “Mariano Rivera: Enter Sandman.” The special, airing Sunday at 7pm, looks back on Rivera’s best outing 
as a Yankee and includes new commentary from the pitcher, then-Yankees manager Buck Showalter and more. 

People: Cox Media Group pres/CEO Kim Guthrie is leaving the company after more than 22 years. Steve Pruett, 
CMG’s executive chmn, will serve as interim CEO until a permanent replacement is named. -- Ad tech veteran Katie 
Back has joined Firstlight Media as CRO. Back last served as head of strategic partnerships and business devel-
opment at FreeWheel. 
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Think about that for a minute... 
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INNOVATE FROM ANYWHERE

programming are finally bringing the reality home to view-
ers of news, sports, the arts, etc., that these things come 
with a cost. And that cost is inevitably going up. The current 
pandemic is going to change the landscape forever on 
those costs, another paradigm shift, and we’d better start 
considering that reality now.

I’m particularly concerned about the arts. Symphony 
orchestras, dance companies, live theater are all sidelined. 
The artists are being doubly squeezed because their 
normal “go to” source for a living wage while they engage in 
their wonderful passions is usually working in a restaurant! 
Those are shut down too! We cannot afford to lose our art-
ists. They’re the ones who nourish our humanity.

At the same time, we know that when those performing, 
creative artists finally get back to work, simply “raising the 
rates” won’t work. We’ve seen what happens when the 
costs, like a “cable bundle” get too high, and we’ve also 
seen that “a la carte” programming tends, for obvious rea-
sons, to aim at the lowest common denominator. There’s 
going to have to be another way, and that’s going to get 
even more obvious as robotics and AI take more jobs away 
and more folks are going to have to be supported by their 
creativity rather than mundane work.

Simply raising live performance ticket costs or subscription 
fees is a guaranteed way to kill the arts. Remember that 
light pole. We’re going to have to redirect societal funding to 
more fully support the arts. How we do that is a subject for 
more consideration, and I invite you to make suggestions. 
At the end of the day, however, we’re going to be judged 
not by how many aircraft carriers or oil wells we financed, 
but the art and creativity we 
helped to flourish.

Funding Our Future
Commentary by Steve Effros

The cable industry has unique expertise 
in being responsible for funding arts 
and entertainment. We may not have 
intended to, but we certainly, over the 
years, wound up being one of the biggest 
promoters and funders of news, sports, 
entertainment and to some degree arts in general. We also 
took most of the blame.

The way all this worked is that when a paradigm shift start-
ed to take place, the proliferation of video, it was delivered 
to everyone’s home through cable. Rather than just three 
or four television networks, we helped spawn dozens, and 
then hundreds. The sports networks, the news networks, 
the weather networks, and yes, the arts networks, the 
science networks, the travel networks and so on. These 
networks, in turn, had to secure product. They developed 
sources for programming around the world. They created 
new drama, musical and dance material, “original pro-
gramming” became one of the hallmarks of the successful 
networks.

All this spawned a lot of opportunities for writers, artists, 
their associated producers, directors, choreographers, 
camera operators, etc. And all of those folks got paid 
through the networks, which bought their creations and 
then sold them to the cable aggregators who then provided 
that programming to subscribers. We were responsible 
for sending the bill. Hence, we got the “blame” when that 
bill went up. I need not go into the whole issue of sports 
fees. The players are multimillionaires in many cases, the 
leagues and team owners likewise. Sports networks are 
the single most expensive part of the programming cost 
cable operators bear, and we’re the ones sending the bill 
to customers. We’re the ones they wanted to hang from a 
local light pole.

But now things are changing. “Streaming” and “a la carte” 

(Steve Effros was President of CATA for 23 years and is 
now an advisor and consultant to the cable industry. His 
views do not necessarily reflect the views of Cablefax.)

T:202-630-2099
steve@effros.com
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